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a major international event calendar will be distributed to each student to help him or her plan his or
her course and to get into the global mindset. the course will start with the study of current and past
world political events. the course will cover the following topics: major issues, such as the integration
of the eu, the european politics, the rise of populism, the effects of economic policies, the situation in
the middle east, turkey/russia relations, turkey/eu relations, iran/eu relations, the conflict in ukraine
the european institutional framework central banking and monetary policy emerging markets and

emerging economies this course is a unique program for students majoring in political science,
economics, finance, business and management. the program is designed to help develop students'
ability to make sense of the key world events, key financial and business trends that are affecting
them and their families. the course consists of a combination of lectures from leading international

academics on topics such as world politics, the middle east, economics, finance, business, education,
citizenship and innovations. through creative discussions, students will also have the opportunity to
enhance their understanding of modern global challenges and their own individual role in the world.

students can choose to specialize in one of three topics: political economy, financial markets and
real estate, business management and globalization or innovation. students can obtain a 4-credit

certificate upon successful completion of the course.
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public finance and public choice offers a focused and enjoyable introduction to the wide range of
issues which make up the field of public finance and public choice. cullis and jones lay out their

reasoning in a clear and concise way in some cases i found myself nodding my head approvingly as
they came to an explanation. these new units are being introduced to address a gap in teaching

material currently found in the new economics curriculum. there is no dedicated public economics
unit within the curriculum. the units help to address this gap by providing: a new framework for the
introduction of public economics a new basis for study of public policy a better understanding of the

economics of behaviour the new economics curriculum is usually taken by students taking the
second year of new economics courses. new economics is divided into 2 years, for first years

students the second year is either: new economics 2 year a new economics 2 year b an introduction
to the role of government in the economy economic models of government policy economic theory

of public choice an introduction to modern macroeconomics academic foundation economic analysis
physics the module aims to give students an understanding of the interactions between the

economy and the government. the analysis uses economic models and theory to study the effects of
government policies on individual behaviour, and the distribution of resources in the economy. the

module will enable students to understand the role and significance of the economy in modern
society. the module will develop their ability to study the economy and apply that understanding in

analyzing public policy issues. 5ec8ef588b
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